
08/03/2019 

MISS Rita Ayoub 
145 / 2-4 Macquarie RD 
Auburn NSW 2144 
winnersworldtvl@optusnet.com.au 

RE: DA2019/0123 - 80 - 82 Mona Vale Road MONA VALE NSW 2103

hello there, when something positive and beneficial is being developed into something that is 
solid, legitimate, correct and to be manageable effectively and efficiently in a community where 
it units and bonds people working together in a communal way, there is always someone or 
people or something that has negative ambiance within themselves that want to cause 
disruption and destruction only because they are jealous that they cannot do something for 
themselves to improve society, quality family life and connectivity within a community and 
bringing communities together all in the name of happiness, pleasure, fulfilment, joy, peace 
and harmony. As long as harm to nature is avoided at all cost and signage control and 
information signage is clear, concise and monitored with clear supervision, there would be no 
distress in this DA going forward. The council has an obligation too part of this DA which it can 
develop timeframes with signage and community information posted around the area and in 
newsletters and everywhere that in specific hours PEOPLE CAN PARK their vehicles without 
penalty so there is peace during the operation hours of the market. Apply a limited of say 2 
hours which gives people time to do their market shopping of organic food, it needs to be a 
friendly and happy cycle of taking turns. It the market opens very early and finishes very late 
then there is time for everyone to buy their food needs. I know Mona Vale very well and all the 
surrounding areas. Negative and disruptive people need to be trained to live in harmony and 
peace with the rest of the people who work so hared in creating FAMILY ACTIVITIES and 
UNITING ACTIVITIES. They should also think about the work it creates for people who don't 
have any work to earn money for survival that they can earn some money to at least pay their 
bills. I support the DA with attention given to nature everything should go well and grow up. 
Best of lucky to the DA submitters. Currently I am in Buenos Aires via whatsapp +54 011 
22577244 FREE CALL. 
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